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     INSTALLATION  INSTRUCTIONS
NOTE: Fit all parts before painting ( See special instructions for paint Prep. ) Parts that have been 
installed, preped, or painted are not returnable.

VERY IMPORTANT !  Read and understand all directions and check the following parts list before starting
installation. 

PARTS LIST
1             Roll Pan 1     Instruction Sheet 8             Sheet Metal Screws
1   Street Scene Decal 2 FT.       2 Sided Tape

TOOL LIST
       Drill Motor, Screwdriver, Safety Glasses,  Drill Bits, End Wrenchs, Ratchet, Extension And Sockets

NOTE: Pre - Fit Rollpan Before Painting

1.  Wear proper eye protection before starting.

2.  Unplug license lite and remove rear bumper from vehicle.

3.  Hold the rollpan in position while screw holes are drilled in the appropriate places in the lower rear section 
     of the vehicle. The installation can be made simpler if you have the assistance of one or two friends. The
     front flanges of the rollpan that are in contact with the rear flanges of the lower panel of the vehicle will 
     have to be cleaned of wax or overspray. This is to premit adhesion between the rollpan and the two sided
     tape.

4.  Install the tape on each side of rollpan. The best adhesion of the tape will be on the first installation
     attempt. Mount the valance on the vehicle as indicated. The installation screws will be installed from 
     behind the rollpan through the flanges of the vehicles rear panels. Drill two holes on each side of the 
     rollpan and screw into position. There are no provisions to install from the exterior of the rollpan.

5.  Drill through the upper flange of the rollpan into the sheet metal behind the rear door, drill and install 
     one more screw in the center.
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